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THE SYSTEM
QUALYTENT Premium boasts easy set up
coupled with a solid construction and top
quality finish
Sturdy, practical and durable
The elegant aluminium telescopic profiles are durable, light weight, and easy
to handle

The innovative folding mechanism allows anybody to put up a QUALYTENT
Premium tent quickly and easily.
QUALYTENT Premium is perfectly suited for any type and size of event,
whether outdoor or indoor: public festival or big event, sports or recreational
event, company celebration, sales event or trade fair exhibition, private party or
festivity.
Available are various models and a range of accessories.
We would be happy to assist you with the creation of your tailor-made folding
tent or tent village designed according to your wishes and needs.

The optional anchoring set consists of
adjustable tensioning straps and steel
pegs.

All QUALYTENT Premium tents are statically certified and are class 1 fire retardant.

A QUALYTENT Premium tent can be set up in less than one minute!
Just 3 steps…
and you are ready to start using
your tent – which comes packed
in a practical carry bag.
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1. Remove the tent from the
carry bag. Open the frame by
pulling it apart at the points
marked “Open”.
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2. Push the tent frame further up.
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[01]

We manufacture the frames for our
QUALYTENT Premium tents from extremely durable anodized aluminium
profiles.
[01] The tent legs are equipped with
aluminium plates offering perfect
stability on uneven surfaces.
The corner joints, which come into
direct contact with the roof, are fitted
with special ABS protectors to protect
the fabric.

QUALYTENT Premium features a
special adjustable roof tensioning
system. This allows rainwater to run
off better and displays printed images
clearly.

Aluminium profile 45 mm
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Important accessory: anchoring plate;
weight:14 kg

3. Lock the telescopic bars to the desired length. Finished!
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Our QUALYTENT Premium tents are subject to stringent quality criteria and
manufactured entirely in South Tyrol/Italy. Our technical department guaranties
the high quality of the materials used and provides a continuous innovation in
all details. We pay special attention to the feedback from our customers, to allow
us to meet their needs even better.

MODULARITY, SIDEWALLS AND COLOURS
QUALYTENT Premium tents can be individually fitted with various sidewalls, offering
optimal protection from the elements whilst
at the same time being the ideal display area
for you advertising message.

QUALYTENT Premium offers 11 standard
colours.
The roof and walls of QUALYTENT Premium consist of a fire retardant polyester
fabric 500D - impregnated with a special waterproof substance. We have carefully thought through every detail. The brand name QUALYTENT guarantees
the high quality and durability of every tent.

White
Grey
Ecru
Yellow
Orange
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Red
Bordeaux
Green
Light Blue
Dark Blue
Black
The colours pictured are not a 100% true
representation of the actual colours. Please
ask for our colour samples.

The extra wide velcro strips ensure that you can easily fasten the sidewalls to
the tent. We deliver an optional stabilising bar with the sidewall ensuring that it
always stays perfectly tensioned.
The outfit becomes complete with the practical carry bag.

QUALYTENT Premium sidewall –
with optional stabilizing bar.
The bottom of the wall is equipped
with an additional PVC mud flap,
ensuring that water runs of and mud
stays out.

SHAPES AND DIMENSIONS
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Opened

Legs / Profile

Weight approx.*

Closed

1,5 x 1,5 m

4 / 45 mm

19 kg

28 x 28 x 175 cm

3x3m

4 / 45 mm

43,5 kg

42 x 42 x 155 cm

4x4m

4 / 45 mm

53 kg

45 x 42 x 200 cm

5x5m

4 / 45 mm

68 kg

50 x 50 x 250 cm

4,5 x 3 m

4 / 45 mm

55 kg

43 x 56 x 155 cm

6x4m

4 / 45 mm

69,5 kg

45 x 60 x 200 cm

6x3m

6 / 45 mm

63 kg

43 x 70 x 155 cm

8x4m

6 / 45 mm

91 kg

45 x 75 x 200 cm

Cottage 5 x 2,5 m

4 / 45 mm

70 kg

Village 6 x 5,85 m

6 / 45 mm

95 kg

QUALYTENT Premium folding tents are
available in various standard forms and sizes
(see table).
Special forms and individual adaptations are available on demand.

* Weight including roof

QUALYTENT Premium with counter.
The counter is mountable on any given tent side with a practical and secure
attachment and can be clad with a half-height wall.

Modularity

Accessories

The combination possibilities are endless: Create individual tent groups or
whole tent villages – tailored to your individual needs – by joining several tents
with the corresponding wall elements or room partitions.

We offer a diverse range of accessories for security, practicality and individual
outfitting: anchoring sets, ground stabilising plates, lighting, heating,
flooring …
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PRINTS
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Your advertising message will be eye
catching!

Large prints on the roof and sidewalls contribute to the success of every advertising campaign. In our ateliers we realize the personalized graphic design of
your QUALYTENT Premium tent within a very short time.

Printing with great effect

Whether sales event or trade fair exhibition, sport or recreational event …
QUALYTENT Premium sets you in scene!

FURTHER PRODUCTS
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QUALYTENT Village – an innovation which
builds on the QUALYTENT Premium principle
The new system QUALYTENT Village allows the automatic tensioning of the
roof, guaranteeing protection from sun and rain. Available with it are matching
sidewalls, attachable with velcro strips.
The advantages
+ set up without the use of any tools
+ large interior area
+ minimal size when packed
+ utmost stability
+ large area for your advertising
message

QUALYTENT Kiosk, the six sides of quality
+ Set up without the use of tools
+ Assembled with plug connectors
+ Frame made of galvanised steel
+ Statically certified
+ Guaranteed in accordance with the applicable regulation
+ Made in Italy.
Diameter ø 6 m
The kiosk comes delivered in a robust galvanised steel transport container.

QUALYTENT Shop, minimal space
requirement with all the advantages of the
QUALTENT-technique

QUALYTENT Rescue, a complete folding
tent system for the first aid deployment!
QUALYTENT Rescue has been specifically customized to meet the needs
of emergency teams. The extremely fast assembly is essential in emergencies
such as natural disasters, rescue operations and at accidents.
If necessary, several tents can be joined together and the internal space
divided by partitioning walls.
The windows are fitted with mosquito nets and are light and air permeable.
Furthermore, they can be closed from the inside to provide shelter from the
unwelcome public view.
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QUALYTENT Premium – the FOLDING TENTS

+ QUALYTENT Premium
High quality, functional and
modular, endlessly expandable
and diversely applicable

+ The perfect solution for
every event
Attractive exhibition stand or
kiosk, welcoming party tent or
comfortable festival tent, solitary tent or whole tent village

+ Customized products
QUALYTENT Shop or
QUALYTENT Village or
QUALYTENT Rescue for first
aid deployment

+ Innovative folding technique
Robust and stable, whilst at the
same time easy to handle und
set up or taken down within a
very short time

+ Ideal display for your advertising message
Roof and sidewalls available in
various colours or with individual prints

+ Accessories for your event
with QUALYTENT Premium
Floor systems, lighting and
heating, tables, chairs and
benches …

www.qualytent.it
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